Abstract-This work presents a study to enhance the Guidance and Control of a vehicle or group of vehicles with a priori and real-time inputs of team status information to manage energy consumption, specifically through refueling, while maintaining mission objectives. In scenarios where 24/7 mission operations are needed, issues arise when vehicles need to enter or leave the operations area to replete their energy supply. In these instances, gaps in coverage can form where the vehicles were stationed, and multiple vehicles may leave at the same time, potentially leaving the entire operations area empty. A novel token passing scheme is used in conjunction with a refueling algorithm which takes in both a priori and real-time data from UUVs (unmanned undersea vehicles) to accurately monitor and manage the rate at which vehicles leave the operations area to replete their energy supply. This algorithm is robust enough to manage the refueling of multiple AUVs (Autonomous Undersea Vehicles), in the undersea environment where communications using acoustic modems are noisy and intermittent. The focus of this algorithm is to allow only a specific number of vehicles to refuel at any given segment (a segment being the time it takes for a vehicle to leave the survey area, refuel, and return), and do so under the limitations of intermittent underwater communications while still maintaining accurate information about team and mission state. The intent of this algorithm is to solve a common problem in autonomous team scenarios. A typical refueling scenario involving a group of homogeneous vehicles with the same energy payload and not using a specific algorithm will cause every vehicle to leave at the same time (assuming that their refuel thresholds, the energy level at which they will leave for refueling). This algorithm solves this problem by staggering refueling starting at a high energy level, reducing the negative impact of multiple vehicles leaving at the same time out of necessity. As a result of developing the algorithm with homogeneous AUVs in mind, heterogeneous AUVs can also benefit from this algorithm, as they are highly likely to have different energy discharge rates. In conjunction with this staggering effect, the token passing scheme allows only a specific number of vehicles to leave to refuel, (this is governed by the number of tokens made available to the group). Unless a vehicle's energy level is below a critical threshold, (a level where the vehicle must leave to refuel or risk having insufficient energy to reach the refueling point), the only time a vehicle can leave to refuel is if it holds a token.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned Undersea Vehicle (UUV) team operations are of increasing interest to the US navy. The potential to remove a person or people from harm's way and to efficiently complete mundane tasks is growing in regard to autonomous vehicle technology. There are many tasks suitable for a UUV outlined in [3] . These tasks are prioritized by their interest to the Navy. These tasks are varying and not only require differing hardware, but potentially different sizes of vehicle. In order to accommodate the varying types of tasks specified for UUVs, four classes of UUV are available.
-Man Portable-25 to 100 pounds; -Light Weight-500 pounds; -Heavy Weight-3000 pounds; -Large-20,000 pounds.
Typically, if missions run only a few hours, a vehicle's energy payload is large enough to complete the mission. When missions become longer, depending on the vehicle used, refueling becomes necessary. In continuous mission scenarios, such as patrolling an area for intrusion, refueling becomes a common and necessary behavior for all autonomous vehicles. A second problem for many UUVs is communication. Acoustic transmissions are used under water as typical RF does not work without extremely low frequencies or very high power [4] . When transmitting using acoustic waves in a constantly moving medium such as water, the chances for lost or corrupt transmissions are high. The focus of this work is to implement a refueling strategy for Autonomous Undersea Vehicles, (AUVs). The refueling strategy will utilize a token passing scheme which will allow each vehicle to maintain a lock and key on the refuel task, forcing a specific quorum of vehicles to stay on task at any given time. This token also allows vehicles to confirm messages send from other vehicles, further increasing communications connectivity. The next section will describe some previous work which was involved with, or utilized by this work, followed by details about The Mission Oriented Operating Suite (MOOS), which was the software suite used to create the vehicle behaviors necessary for testing. Section 4 will explain the Refueling algorithm and its token passing scheme. Section 5 will explain the various types of testing done on the refuel algorithm and the token passing scheme. Section 6 will contain the results, conclusions and future work in regard to both the refuel algorithm and the token passing scheme.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
A lot of work has been done in the field of distributed autonomous control. In this work, three main points factor into effective autonomous control: 1. Communications -How reliably teammates can share information with one another. This includes team awareness and consensus among teammates; 2. Distributed Control -How well vehicles can determine what to do on their own with limited state information; 3. Task Management -What the vehicle will do;
A. Communications
Underwater communications rely on the usage of acoustic modems. These modems operate by vibrating a transducer underwater, not by traditional RF signal. This signal can be heard by all vehicles in range capable of picking up the frequency at which the sending vehicle vibrates its transducer. There has been much research on the issue of underwater communications. Much of this research, [5] , [6] , [7] focuses on the protocol of acoustic modems to maximize communication between vehicles. Some protocols [8] , focus on reliable communications while taking into consideration the energy demands of the acoustic modem, while others [9] , [ 10] worry about packet loss and node hopping (sending a packet from source to destination via intermediary nodes). [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] specify the volatile nature of underwater communications, such as limited use of radio frequencies underwater (radio communications only work within the range of 30-300Hz and require large antennae and high transmission power [14] ), loss of equipment due to the volatility of the ocean environment and changes in transmission speed of acoustic transmissions. [11] advocates the use of low-cost modems in underwater domains due to oceanic drift, battery replacement, and environmental damage. [ 14] and [15] note the effect of temperature and salinity on underwater acoustic transmissions. These works highlight the need for distributed control in a team scenario. This work takes into account the volatile nature of acoustic communications in order to utilize team information while still being able to perform the task of refueling in the event of intermittent communication. By enforcing range restrictions and confirmation among vehicles, communication between vehicles can be assured.
B. Distributed Control and Task Management
A central management structure is not feasible in an underwater scenario due to intermittent communications [12] , [13] . Each vehicle is not guaranteed to be close to, or have a signal strong enough to always receive information from a central database. [12] , [13] point out the infeasibility of a centralized control scheme due to unreliability of underwater communications. These works focus on target tracking and show that a delay in communications between vehicles degrades the confidence of target tracking. Task management allows a group of vehicles to perform specific tasks independently toward the completion of the mission. Due to the volatile nature of underwater communications, many researchers focus on using distributed control to allow vehicles to determine their own tasking, based on intermittent communications between teammates. Task Management is a typical function which needs to be present on all vehicles and needs to be performed continuously in order to effectively complete the mission parameters. By allowing vehicles to manage their own tasks using updates from other teammates, you remove the reliance on a central manager, and thus the constraint a centrally managed underwater network imposes on the mission. Task management utilizing Robust Decentralized Task Assignment (RDTA) was performed in [16] . This Task management utilizes a two-phase approach: Information consensus and Planning. During the Information consensus phase, each vehicle shares information with the other vehicles to sync their state information. During the planning phase, they determine the priority order in which they can perform all tasks. After the priority list is complete for each vehicle, it is transmitted to all other vehicles, each vehicle then simultaneously determines the global task list for each vehicle independently of all other vehicles. The idea is that each vehicle, with the same information about the team and the mission, and running the same algorithm, will each reach the same conclusion. A modification of this algorithm, called Receding Horizon Task Assignment (RHTA) was used in [17] . Instead of each vehicle computing the priority list for every task at once, the prioritization is broken into iterations. Typically, each iteration uses a maximum of three tasks. This iteration effectively reduces the computational complexity. A bid based approach to task management has also been studied as a possible means of decentralization of group task management [ 18] , [ 19] , [20] . This approach can be costly in communications bandwidth and may break down if proper fail-safes are not in place for use in the underwater domain, such as a fuzzy logic to make decisions with less communications. Typically, bid-based approaches use the Contract-Net Protocol (CNP). CNP works as follows:
-A manager sends out a request for bids on a particular task.
-Any node that bids on the task uses its utility as the parameter. This utility is a number depicting how capable the vehicle is in completing the task -The manager will then look at all bids and determine the best utility, granting the highest utility node the bid. Utility can be modified by many factors including whether or not the node is currently performing another task. In [18] , ground robots perform distributed task allocation using the ASyMTRy-D algorithm, which is based on CNP and shares sensor information between robots. The ASyMTRy algorithm was initially centralized, allowing one vehicle to know all state information about the group. To allow this approach to be more robust, each vehicle runs the decentralized version of the algorithm (ASyMTRy-D), asking for the information it believes it needs from its teammates. Because each vehicle does not know all state information, the optimal solution is not guaranteed. Although the optimal solution isn't guaranteed, robustness is increased as sensor information is shared between vehicles. As such, multiple vehicles can perform the same tasks with different combinations of sensor information, which allows the team to complete tasks in the event that a vehicle becomes inoperable. In [21] , [22] , basic CNP is utuluized in the underwater domain. Each vehicle is capable of becoming the CNP manager and all vehicles are able to bid on any task. This utilizes a lot of underwater communication which further illustrates the need for robust under water control. Ulam states that while using their auction based approach, the runtime design requires relatively frequent amounts of communication throughout the mission. In adverse communication environments, mission performance may degrade as robots are unable to receive offers or provide status updates. A token-based approach was used for task management in [ 1 ] , [23] . In this approach, a token is represented by a value and a vehicle is represented by a variable. A vehicle cannot perform a task unless it contains the token. A vehicle can only perform one task at a time and once a vehicle receives a token, it is locked from receiving any other tokens, so it can complete the task before accepting any others. In the event that there is a task which requires multiple vehicles, in order to allow them to perform tasks while all vehicles are picked to complete the larger task, potential tokens are used. These potential tokens are placeholders for real tokens. Once all of the potential tokens are accepted, the real tokens are then passed out so that the task can begin. In [1] , Farinelli adds to this functionality by implementing acknowledgements. With an acknowledgement, the sending vehicle knows that the receiving vehicle has received the token. This removes any uncertainty as to whether the token was received or not. Scerri and Ferinelli's work involves multi-agent systems, that is, systems involving large numbers of computer controlled "bots" that perform specific tasks. This token passing algorithm decreases the complexity of message passing by an order of magnitude compared to other task management approaches. Fig. 1 illustrates this. Ferinelli adds to this work by implementing it in the multi-robot domain. He utilizes a maximum of 12 robots and implements the token passing using wireless communications, showing the possible uses of this approach in the material world. 
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C. Contributing Work
Two software packages and a communication protocol were used for creation and testing of this work, the Distributed Control Environment (DiCE), The Mission Oriented Operating suite (MOOS), and the Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS). MOOS is the principal component where this work was created and utilized, and is described in greater detail in the next section.
1) Distributed Control Environment (DiCE): The Distributed Control Environment (DiCE) [24] is a set of libraries and applications that allows connectivity among processes through shared memory. Within its paradigm, any executable can become a DiCE process. As an added benefit, communication among distributed system components is also facilitated. The goal of DiCE is to facilitate the creation and implementation of robust multi-robot systems. DiCE provides a set of libraries which allow any program to become a DiCE process. In addition, DiCE provides its own syntax, built upon the standard C programming language, which allows for easy translation from DiCE behavior syntax into a standard C program using DiCE Libraries. DiCE was originally intended for use in behavior-based robotic control, but is capable of both reactive and deliberative processes, high level decision making, as well as low-level control. As a result, DiCE can be used as an intermediary between heterogeneous system components. Communication in DiCE is achieved using shared memory segments called ports. These ports allow for any number of DiCE processes to communicate with one another. Furthermore, these ports can be configured with specific attributes such as a queue, latest data, logical AND and OR, and mathematical computation of all non-read data in a port. This customization facilitates many behavioral needs.
2) Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS): An important aspect of any simulation environment is communication. Currently, communications to and from DiCE processes are through shared memory and communications to and from MOOS applications are through the MOOSDB. There are cases where a standard message format is needed. To this end, the Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) is used. DIS is not a simulator package. It is a standard for communication. DIS "is a government/industry initiative to define an infrastructure for linking simulations of various types at multiple locations to create realistic, complex, virtual worlds for the simulation of highly interactive activities" [25] . This work uses DIS's Protocol Data Units (PDUs) to pass messages over a DIS "backbone" which is housed on Windows. This backbone is written to by a DIS Publisher, which is a DiCE process, and read by the DIS Reader, another DiCE process. The purpose for including the DIS backbone is to allow for additional software to read information from the simulation. The DIS PDUs "are exchanged between simulation applications and simulation management. The PDUs provide information concerning simulated entity states, the type of entity interactions that take place in a DIS exercise, and data for management and control of a DIS exercise." [25] . There are many PDU types. For the purposes of this work, only an object's physical presence in the system is needed. This representation is called an entity. This entity PDU contains the type of entity, its location, orientation, and its potential appearance to others. For a detailed description of DIS and its standard, please see [25] . In order to view the simulation, a simple graphical simulator was created. This simulator, called Entity Viewer, is another DiCE process which reads entity PDUs. This process gets its input from DIS Reader.
3) Team Knowledge: In order for the refueling behavior to work, team state information is needed. This information, along with other information necessary for other vehicle behaviors, is placed in a status message and broadcast to all vehicles in range. The status message is shown in Table I .
All sections above nav_x of the message is the message's Automated Information System (AIS) report. This is a simple message which holds the name of the vehicle, its speed, its positional information, and its type. This section is written differently for compatibility with third-party software that would read the status message on-board monitoring ships. 
III. MISSION ORIENTED OPERATING SUITE (MOOS)
A. Core-MOOS
The Mission Oriented Operating suite, (MOOS), was created by Paul Newman at The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and is "a set of libraries and applications designed to facilitate research in the mobile robotic domain." [26] MOOS makes available standard applications for mobile robots, but is not limited specifically to that domain. Any application can make use of MOOS and its unique applications. MOOS has a large active community and is frequently updated and maintained. Every MOOS module utilizes a configuration file. If every configuration block is housed in one file, the file is named a moos file. If each configuration block is separate and will be loaded at run-time into a moos file for use, it is called a plug file. Each module's configuration block houses specific information necessary for that module to run correctly such as starting data like initial position information, guard flags, like when to deploy, etc. In this project, three Core-MOOS modules were used, the MOOSDB, pLogger, and pAntler. The MOOSDB is the central hub of all MOOS modules. Any module that needs to communicate with any other module needs to be connected to the MOOSDB. This connection is achieved by subscriptions from and publishing to the MOOSDB through MOOS variables. The MOOSDB ZoneO to Zone6 are used to determine how the team perceives where everyone else is. These variables hold the zone positions perceived by each vehicle. Every vehicle knows the start zone for each vehicle. As vehicles enter and leave, this information is updated based on incoming messages. Zones are positional rectangles in the survey area. One vehicle is present in each zone. As vehicles leave to refuel, zones merge, and as vehicles return from refueling, zones split. This work involves a wedge-shaped survey area, broken into at most 6 zones, at least 3. This is explained in Section5.
The token is the mechanism which allows a vehicle to leave to refuel. The token-id is an ID independent of the vehicle's standard, (acoustic modem) ID. Every vehicle is given a token-id based on its team-id. For example, if there were two tokens, a 6-vehicle group would be split into 2 sub-teams, represented by token-team-1 and token-team-2 each team would have three vehicles. Each of these vehicles would be given a token-id between 0 and 2. The combination of team-id and token-id allows the token to be passed from vehicle to vehicle within the sub-team. This work focuses on a 6-vehicle group and this scenario allows a maximum of three sub-teams. monitors all MOOS variables and each module subscribed to the MOOSDB will be notified when an update to their respective subscriptions occurs. This allows all modules to be connected to each other through a star-like topology. All information passed is accessible by any module, assuming that the module is subscribed to the appropriate MOOS variable. Furthermore, every application has the ability to publish to the MOOSDB. Both publishing and subscribing is facilitated through a mail system. MOOS messages house the variable and the time it was published. This allows an application to look for a specific message stored in the MOOSDB, or, in a simpler case, a module may only need the latest update and therefore only the latest timestamp will be sent to the module. pLogger is used to read information passed through the MOOSDB. Any variable sent through the MOOSDB is accessible. It is also possible to change the rate at which pLogger records the information, to a maximum of the speed the MOOSDB publishes the variable. For example, if the MOOSDB publishes a variable A 20 times per second (20Hz). pLogger is capable of recording this information at a maximum of 20Hz. If the speed is increased to any faster, cycles of no work will occur. pLogger can also determine which variables it will and won't log. for some tests, you may only need specific variables, but for others, you may need everything. When pLogger records everything in the MOOSDB, this is called wildcard logging. Every variable housed in the MOOSDB will be logged at the rate specified in pLogger's configuration file. pAntler is a module used to run any MOOS module. This module allows a series of other modules to be run, specifies and order, and specifies a time spacing between module launches. This removes the need for the operator to manually run each module or to write a script to run each module. When pAntler is used, a moos file containing all the configuration blocks of each module to run is needed as pAntler runs each module with its configuration information.
B. MOOS-IvP Built on top of MOOS is MOOS-IvP.
MOOS-IvP was created by Mike Benjamin in 2004 "for autonomous control of unmanned surface craft and later underwater vehicles." [2] The focus of these applications and libraries is to solve multi-objective problems and facilitate command fusion of multiple behaviors in MOOS. Basic MOOS has applications, interfaces, behaviors, and utilities. MOOS-IvP extends MOOS's original module set and is typically packaged together with Core-MOOS. In this project, pHelmlvP and pNodeReporter were utilized. pNodeReporter is used to collect positional information including relative x position, relative y position, heading, speed, and depth, packages it into one variable, and publishes it to the 5 MOOSDB for other applications to use. This is a form of AIS report, which is a typical information format for large marine vehicles [2] . pHelmlvP is the main controller for the vehicle. This utilizes MOOS behaviors and command fusion to determine how the vehicle will move. It bridges the high-level command with the low-level control [27] . pHelmlvP utilizes behavior based control and a concept called interval programming, (IvP). See Fig. 2 for a graphical overview of pHelmlvP. (1) mail is read from the MOOSDB, (2) mail information is parsed and stored in a local buffer to be available to the behaviors, (3) the conditions required for behavior activity are evaluated for each behavior, (4) active behaviors produce an objective function if applicable, (5) the objective functions are resolved to produce an action which is (6) published to the MOOSDB for other MOOS processes handling lower-level vehicle control to consume.
1) Behavior-Based Control: pHelmlvP subscribes to and publishes MOOS variables like any other process. The difference here is that all veriables subscribed/published to by pHelmlvP are requested by behaviors that pHelmlvP runs. Behaviors consist of processes which have direct influence on actuator control of the vehicle such as collision avoidance or waypoint navigation. Each bevavior outputs an IvP function which effects how the vehicle will move, these IvP functions are sent to pHelmlvP's IvP solver which utilizes a branch and bound search over the combination space of all of the functions. Pruning techniques are also used to speed up the search, [27] , 2) Interval Programming (IvP): Interval Programming is a method of representing and solving multi-objective optimization problems. It utilizes piecewise linear functions to estimate the behavior's utility function. This allows the IvP solver to be independent of function type as all functions are mapped to piecewise linear approximations, making the solver appropriate for virtually any function. The burden is then placed on the behavior programmer to pick the appropriate function for the behavior and the level of detail that the linear representation will have [27] .
C. MOOS-IvP-Local
MOOS-IvP-Local is a collection of MOOS modules made by various authors housed at MIT. MOOS-IvP-Local houses a large number of MOOS modules. For the purposes of this project, one main module was used, pGeneralCodec and pAcommsHandler. These two applications allow MOOS to talk using an acoustic modem, allowing communications between teammates. pGeneralCodec is an encoding and decoding module. It allows data from the MOOSDB to be encoded into an acoustic message. When a message is received, pGeneralCodec decodes the message and places the information into the MOOSDB. XML configuration files are used to determine which variables are read from the MOOSDB for message encoding and which variables are written to for message decoding. This removes the restraint of a specific interface when using pGeneralCodec [28] . pGeneralCodec creates a Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (WHOI) modem hexadecimal string message. pAcommsHandler is used to manage queuing of massages. It allows the user to determine the priority of message types, whether or not messages in the queue should be used or discarded, (queue pruning), and what type of queue is used, (FIFO, LIFO). pAcommsHandler is also capable of the same functionality as pGeneralCodec, as it contains access to WHOI data structures and contains an encoder/decoder [28] . For this work, pAcommsHandler is not used as an encoder/decoder.
D. MOOS-IvP-Jeul
MOOS-IvP-Jeul is a set of MOOS applications and utilities created by various authors at NUWC. These applications allow for reconfiguration of vehicle formation and tasking, contains the interface to the vehicle's control from the physical (or modeled) world, determines communications timing, and facilitates common state information among teammates. All software created for this project is housed in MOOS-IvP-Jeul. This project utilized pSurvey, iMarv, iOceanServerComms, TDMA, VehicleMap, retask, and pRefuel. pRefuel is explained in detail in the next section. 1) pSurvey: pSurvey is used to modify the waypoint behavior housed in pHelmlvP. This module allows a new set of waypoints, order of arrival, speed, and depth to be sent to the waypoint behavior when retask notifies it of a task change. The pattern used for patrol is a vertical bowtie, 200m squared, housed in each zone, retask transmits these points to pSurvey and pSurvey determines goal radii, (a ring around the waypoint which determines a successful reach of the waypoint), the speed, and depth.
2) iMarv and iOceanServerComms: iMarv and iOceanServerComms are used as the interfaces from the world to the vehicle controller. They receive dynamics information from the world models and update the MOOSDB with this information. Information such as positional information, (latitude, longitude, depth), as well as energy information, is received from the world models by iMarv and iOceanServerComms. Every zone must remain connected to its neighbors, therefore, if a vehicle leaves a zone, the highest numbered zone left in the formation is merged with all other zones in its tier and all vehicles reconfigure to maintain the patrol area's integrity. For example, if a vehicle in zone 6 leaves, this zone needs to be merged evenly into all zones present in the same row. The vehicles populating these zones will then reconfigure to accommodate the newly enlarged zones. The opposite occurs when a vehicle returns to the patrol area. The returning vehicle enters the next available zone, and all vehicles reconfigure to allow the zone newly created a place in the patrol area. For example, a vehicle is returning to zone 6. The enlarged zones present in zone 6's row will shrink to accommodate the returning zone and each vehicle in that row will shift. IV. THE REFUEL ALGORITHM AND THE TOKEN PASSING SCHEME A key, or token passing is commonly used in distributed computing [29] , [30] , [ 1 ] , [23] . In this paradigm, when a critical section of code needs to be accessed, a key is required. Only the holder of the key is allowed access into the critical section. Since only one process can possess the key at any time, the risk of another process reading incompletely written data is eliminated. In an analogous situation, unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) also need to share a common resource, in this instance, energy management using refueling. While the mission can continue with a low number of vehicles absent, the simultaneous, albeit temporary, loss of more vehicles imperils mission success, (i.e. vehicle coverage of the survey area). The key scheme applies equally well to this situation. In our case, the key is a token. It will be passed from vehicle to vehicle and allows a vehicle to leave the survey area to refuel, (barring specific circumstances discussed in later paragraphs). The token is passed in a ring-like manner, going from first vehicle to last and back to first, the last pass utilizing a relay vehicle. The mission this algorithm was designed for involves a series of vehicles, at most 6, separated into tiers and zones, surveying an area as discussed in section 2. A tier is a row and a zone is a column. Each vehicle will communicate via broadcast acoustic message using a TDMA scheme. TDMA places each vehicle into a communications interval. The vehicle can only communicate during this period. For the remaining periods, its communication process waits to receive messages from teammates. A TDMA cycle consists of the time it takes from the start transmission of the first vehicle to the fourth start transmission of that same vehicle, i.e. each vehicle transmits 4 times during a TDMA cycle. The need for this restriction arises out of the equipment utilized in the experimentation. An acoustic modem is the communications device modeled. Each vehicle utilizes the same acoustic frequency and therefore can not transmit simultaneously. A. The Refuel Algorithm
The design of the refueling algorithm is based on the number of vehicles versus the number of tokens. The algorithm is designed to work with a mission scenario of 6 vehicles or less, with the possibility of at most 3 tokens in use. This constraint is due in part to the size of the message capable of being transmitted through the water (a 32 byte message, using a Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute acoustic modem). To remove gaps in the group formation, when a vehicle leaves to refuel the team reconfigures itself to Fill the gap. The more vehicles that leave, the tighter the formation, (zones merge and tiers are dropped). Fig. 11 illustrates this. This reconfiguration is part of another process which monitors when vehicles need to leave or join the group. The refuel algorithm will be used to determine the appropriate time when a vehicle should leave to refuel when collaborating in a group mission. Variables involving a vehicle refuel are as follows: -Number of refuel tokens for the group; -The vehicles own Energy Level; -Energy levels, (or the perceived energy levels) of the rest of the sub-team; -Communications connectivity, (how often a vehicle hears from another vehicle); -Each vehicle's distance to the refuel point.
To avoid the possibility of multiple vehicles overwriting the same token number when multiple tokens are available, the set of vehicles will be split into sub-teams based on the number of tokens available to the mission; at least one team, at most three teams. Teams are made based on their location in the survey area. Vehicles in close proximity are assigned to the same sub-team. To determine whether or not a vehicle will refuel, it must be aware of its teammates energy levels, speed, rate of consumption, and distance to the refuel point. Using this data, the vehicle can then make an estimate of its own future energy level. There is an energy threshold, denoted as batChgdThresh used to determine the full charge of a vehicles battery. This is set in a configuration file. There is also a threshold, denoted as inCompThresh, used to determine if a teammate vehicle, (a vehicle whose token is shared with the computing vehicle) should be considered in the computation of the future energy level. This value is set in the configuration file as well. If the actual energy level is below the critical threshold, denoted as critThresh, the vehicle leaves regardless of whether or not it has the token. This critThresh is the minimum energy level required to reach the refuel point from where the vehicle currently is. This value is multiplied by 2 so as to retain a conservative estimate in case of obstacles (high current, items blocking a path, etc.). If the computing vehicles future energy level is below a normal (noncritical) refueling threshold, denoted as refThresh, the vehicle leaves to refuel, assuming it has the token. The refThresh has a base value set in the configuration file. This base value is the highest value allowed for the vehicle to leave to refuel.
As more vehicles are considered in the algorithm, this value is lowered. By allowing a vehicle to leave to refuel at a higher energy level, you reduce the possibility of a vehicle being forced to leave as a result of a critical refuel. In order to make the refuel decision, several pieces of information must be accessed and maintained during group communication. The stored and maintained information includes both the calculating vehicles information, the sub-teams information, and some volatile token numbers about other sub-teams, such as which vehicle has the token. (This token information is considered volatile as it is only considered valid by the receiving vehicle until the receiving vehicle transmits it.) A vehicles distance from the refuel point must be continuously calculated as part of the refuel decision. To determine the distance of a vehicle to the refuel point, either a vehicles actual position (if known), or the center of the survey area is used. The distance will then be calculated using basic vector mathematics:
where (xl, yl, zl) is either the known vehicle position or the center of the survey area and (x2, y2, z2) is the refuel point. Using the distance to the refuel point, designated as dist, the following time calculations are made:
where timeToRf is the time to the refuel point and speed is the current speed of the vehicle, or an average speed of the vehicle, if recent data is not available.
totTime = ££ -1 vehicle[i\. timeToRf + vehicle[i]: rfTime + (TDM A _j) (IV.3)
where totTime is the total estimated time before the calculating vehicle receives the token again, n represents the number of vehicles considered in the algorithm, rfTime is the time it takes a vehicle to recharge its battery, TDMA is the time in one TDMA cycle, and j is the number of vehicles not considered in the algorithm. In calculating the total estimated time to regain the token, denoted by tot time, delays in hearing from a predecessor vehicle, (i.e., the vehicle that will be passing the token to the current vehicle), must be taken into account. As the formation of the vehicles is not an actual ring, a relay vehicle is needed to pass the token. 
Vehicle/ij .energy = vehicle!if:energy((vehicle/iJ.RoCx elapsedTime) x vehicle/ij.alpha) (IV.5)
where elapsedTime is the time since the last computation and RoC is the vehicle rate of consumption (in %/s). In our network, each vehicle must have knowledge of the fuel status of every other vehicle. Because communication may be intermittent, each vehicle estimates the remaining fuel of the other vehicles using the above equation until new data is available. That includes a safety consumption factor _ which increases in a linear fashion. During a period of lost communication, _ increases from 1.0 to 2.0.
vehicle!i).alpha =vehicle[i]:alpha + {alpha!ncreaseRate_x elapsedTime)
(IV. 6) where alphalncreaseRate is the amount a is increased by each second (specified in the configuration file). The total a, denoted by totalAlpha, is the average of each vehicle's individual a's that take part in determining each vehicles assumed energy level. Both a and totalAlpha are at least 1, indicating that the total energy consumed if the token is passed is greater if the communications to a particular vehicle are bad. In order for _ to increase the estimated future energy level of the AUV running the algorithm, it needs to be at least 1 (which indicates a message was just heard) or higher (which will degrade the confidence of the vehicle), causing it to assume more energy will be consumed before it gets the token back. where n represents the number of vehicles used in the computation of futureEnergy
Where futureEnergy is the next estimated energy level based on the next token receipt. In the computation of the future energy level, the rate of consumption is multiplied by total time to get the energy the vehicle would use up waiting for the token to arrive. The totalAlpha is multiplied by this assumed energy usage. This implements the uncertainty factor due to teammates not in communications range. For this experimentation, the rate of consumption (RoC) is a linear representation of the percentage of energy used per second based on an average speed. Models of Ocean Server IVER AUVs were used with an average speed of 1.25 m/s and an energy payload of 600WHr, lasting 8Hrs. By setting 8 hours to be 100 percent, approximately 0.00347 percent of the vehicles payload will be consumed per second while moving at a speed of 1.25 m/s. This is a base value stored in the configuration file. As the speed of the vehicle changes, the rate of consumption changes, the faster the vehicle moves, the more energy is used. Furthermore, assistance or hindrance by ocean dynamics such as current will modify the energy consumption accordingly. As such, the rate of consumption can be fed into the refuel algorithm to mirror the effects of the ocean dynamics. The focus is on improving the incoming data for a more efficient reactive response to energy consumption. The ocean current information is read from actual in-water tests run with the IVER AUVs. This data is parsed by a processes called iDVLSim, created by Saban Singh of The University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth, and parsed into variables. These variables are read by a model of a Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) interface, which is a form of current profiler using sonar technology which monitors vehicle speed as well as water current speed. where heading is the vehicle's heading with respect to true north, waterCurrentDirection is the direction of the water with respect to true north, and relativeHeading is the direction of the water with respect to the vehicle's forward motion By fixing the vehicle's heading as the x-axis of the vehicle, the direction in which the current is moving can be with respect to the x-axis, allowing for the factoring out the water's separate directional vectors.
waterXSpeed = cos<relativeHeading) _ waterCurrentSpeed (IV. 10)
where waterXSpeed is the direction the water is moving with respect to the vehicle's forward motion. A negative value indicates that water is moving against the vehicle's forward motion.
B. The Token Passing Scheme
The token passing scheme determines how the token will be passed. In this work, a token ring is used where the token is passed from vehicle to vehicle starting from the smallest vehicle ID and moving to the highest vehicle ID. The last vehicle will than pass the token to the first via a relay vehicle and the cycle will begin again. The need for the usage of vehicle ID's as well as relay vehicles becomes apparent when you take into consideration reconfiguration. When a vehicle with a token leaves to refuel, it is not guaranteed to return to the same position it left, and therefore passing to the next zone is not necessarily the next vehicle in line to use the token. There are three separate numbers denoting the token values for each sub-team. These numbers have multiple purposes depending on the actual number stored in the variable. Tokens are to be passed to the next recipient via a status message. The values allow for all of the vehicles to share information about token status, but the values scale depending on the number of teams present. See Table II for a breakdown of values for the token numbers. Refuel numbers are used to inform the team that a vehicle is leaving to refuel. When a vehicle receives the token and needs to refuel, it adds 6 to the token number and this is its refuel number. For example, vehicle 6 (Veh6) is represented by token number 5. It will add 6 to its number to get 11, its refuel number. This number will constantly be sent during its TDMA cycle when it is refueling to inform the team that it is refueling. These refuel numbers are not stored by the vehicles, they are just to inform each vehicle that a teammate is refueling. The sentinel value is used to allow vehicles to ignore the token number when there is no new information. Without this sentinel value, tokens can be missed or duplicated. For example, suppose Vehl passed the token to Veh2, and Veh2 passed the token to Veh3, but Veh3 did not hear that Veh2 had passed the token to it. Veh3 would then look in memory and see that Veh2, according to it, has the token. This old data would then be sent to the team, making Veh3 miss out on the token.
In a second example, Vehl passes the token to Veh2, Veh3 does not hear this and on its TDMA transmission time transmits that Vehl still has the token. Vehl will now have a token and Veh2 knows it already has a token and disregards the new message as false. Two tokens are now created for one team. This occurrence needs to be reduced as much as possible so that only the allowed number of vehicles can leave to refuel. The token number is stored internally and updated based on the current number in status messages received from teammates. If the sentinel value is seen, it is ignored and the internal representation of the token number stays the same.
To guard against the possibility of losing tokens (multiple vehicles each think the other has the token, or everyone now sees sentinel values constantly rather than an updated token number), the vehicle who owns the token (the vehicle that last received the token destined for itself), continually passes the token to the next recipient until it receives an acknowledgement. This confirmation is not a vehicle-to-vehicle confirmation, simply a confirmation from a vehicle that heard that the sending vehicle passed the token. For example, if three vehicles are in range of one another, Vehl, Veh2 and Veh3. Vehl passes the token to Veh2 and both Veh2 and Veh3 hear it. If messaging is in order, Veh2 will send a status message next with the recently received token number in it. This acts as a confirmation for Vehl. In a second scenario, suppose Vehl passes the token to Veh2, but only Veh3 hears it. Now suppose Veh2 is in range of Veh3, when Veh3 sends out the status message stating that Veh2 has the token, Veh2 will get the token by proxy, making V3 act as a relay vehicle. A vehicle becomes a relay vehicle when three requirements are met -The vehicle is not the recipient of the token; -The token number received is not what is currently stored in the vehicle's memory; -The vehicle is not the sender of the token.
Relay vehicles do not enforce acknowledgement due to confusion among teammates. See Fig. 7 for a representation of confirmation confusion. In Fig. 7 , four vehicles are on the field Vehl, Veh2, Veh3 and Veh4. Vehl, Veh2. and Veh3 are in range of one another, but Veh4 is only in range of Veh3. At t=l, Veh 1 will pass the token to Veh2, Veh3 hears this message. At t=2, Veh2 will acknowledge the token receipt, Veh3 and Veh4 also hear this message. At t=3, Veh3 broadcasts out its known token value (2), requiring an acknowledgement. At t=4, Veh4 acknowledges the message, Veh2 also hears this, at some time t=n-l, Veh2 passes the token to Veh3, Vehl and Veh4 hear this as well. Because Veh4 never received an acknowledgement, it discards this message. At t=n, Veh3 acknowledges the message, Veh 1 and Veh4 hear this. Veh4 ignores the message. At t=n+1 V4 broadcasts out the previous token number, Veh2 and Veh3 hear this. At this point, Vehl, Veh2 and Veh3 know the token is 3, but Veh4 believes the token is at 2. Due to this occurrence, this work does not utilize forced acknowledgements for relay messages. As mentioned earlier, there are cases where the vehicle can enter a critical refuel scenario. In these cases, the vehicles energy level is at a point where it can no longer wait for a token to be passed to it. The energy left is enough to make it to the refuel point (with an additional buffer in case of unforeseen circumstances like strong current, obstacles, etc.). This critical refuel scenario can cause potential problems as no token is required to refuel and there is no restriction on the number of vehicles leaving due to a critical energy level. This option is needed, however, as the vehicle could potentially be lost in the water otherwise. To decrease the number of vehicles reaching the critical level, the above mentioned method of setting the safe refuel threshold (refThresh) high and lowering it as more vehicles are added to the refueling algorithm for consideration acts to stagger the vehicles leaving to refuel.
In those cases where there is more than one team, the need for non-teammates to pass information may still be necessary. There must be safeguards in these scenarios though, as there is more of a chance of intra-team confusion from inter-team communication than from intra-team communication. This is due to non-teammates managing only minimal data about vehicles not in their team. To reduce the amount of old data sent due to inter-team communication, a nonteammate is only allowed to send data about another team that it just received. If the data received is a sentinel value or old data matching the internal representation of the other teams token number, the sending value is a sentinel value. The issues explained above are potential pitfalls in this token approach. They cannot be avoided completely due to intermittent communications, interference, corruption of data, distance between vehicles, and the method in which the token is passed from vehicle to vehicle (in a ring-like manner). It will be shown in Section 6 that other scenarios arose out of experimentation and the refuel algorithm was modified to compensate.
V. EXPERIMENTATION A. Connectivity and The Basic Refueling Behavior
The experimentation shown below involves the same configuration of vehicles as seen in Fig. 8 . The first scenario is a benchmark to determine connectivity between vehicles. The first two reduced battery capacity scenarios were done to decrease simulation time, (based on speed and energy consumption, the vehicle would need to discharge for 8 hours (normal battery capacity) before hitting 0 energy), as well as to test a team of vehicles in a highly active refueling scenario. It was reduced to a 2 hour payload after experiments confirmed that any less of a payload would cause too many critical refuels. The next two reduce battery capacity simulations show how the refuel algorithm in conjunction with the token passing scheme work. The last scenario tests connectivity as well as refueling behavior between vehicles. The simulated refueling results in a vehicle leaving its specified survey zone to travel to the refuel point. Upon reaching the refuel point, the battery model instantly increases its charge to 100 percent. The vehicle's modeled typically take approximately 4 hours to recharge. With this constraint, simulating a vehicle being replaced by another vehicle was appropriate. The semantics of dynamic vehicle swapping falls out of the scope of this work and thus an "instant recharge" was used in its place. The formation of the team depends on the number of vehicles that leave to refuel. The experimentation above allows only 2 vehicles at a time (at most) to leave to refuel. The formations possible are a 6-vehicle formation, a 5-vehicle formation, which causes the center zone of tier 3 to be removed and the two outer zones to split the remaining space, making the respective vehicles shift closer to one another, and a 4-vehicle formation, which is the same as a 5-vehicle formation, but with only one vehicle in tier 2, (moved into the center of the tier). Each vehicle surveys a zone using a bow-tie pattern. This bow-tie pattern is 200m2. The three formations and bow-tie pattern can be seen in Fig. 9 . 
B. Extensive Testing of the Refuel Behavior
Extensive testing was run on the refuel behavior utilizing 0, 1,2, and 3-token scenarios. Three tokens allows the group to reconfigure to a 3-vehicle formation, which removes the above tier. See 10 for the 3-vehicle scenario. Testing done with no tokens allows every vehicle to leave the survey area. The purpose of this scenario was to determine if utilizing the refueling behavior without the aid of token passing is a viable solution. The experiments explained in the previous section were preliminary results, showing that a token passing scheme is possible in the underwater domain. The experimentation explained below is to extensively stress test the refuel and token passing algorithms to determine their worth in the underwater domain. After some initial testing, it was shown that a vehicle with too high of an RoC would estimate negative percentage values for its energy, thus it was determined that the 2hr. battery capacity utilized in the preliminary testing was too low. To determine the appropriate battery capacity, each vehicle was placed at the waypoint in their respective bowties furthest from the refuel point. The time was computed for each vehicle to leave their waypoint, reach the refuel point, and return to their waypoint. These times were added and the total time as a result became the battery capacity. This total time was approximately 5 hours, based on the speed of the vehicles and their distances from the refuel point. The experiments are summarized below: 
1) Connectivity and The Basic Refueling Behavior:
The first test scenario was to determine the connectivity between vehicles. Refueling was disabled, and the token was passed from vehicle to vehicle to determine if a loss would occur. The experiment showed that a token can be passed from vehicle to vehicle in a ring-like manner when the vehicles are not oriented in an actual ring. The relay vehicle successfully passed the token from the last vehicle to the first on multiple experiments. During testing, reconfiguration occurred to maintain coverage within the search area. Fig. 11 An experiment to determine the appropriate reduced battery capacity was done with a payload as small as 30 minutes to one hour (to drain the energy level to critical levels). Scenario 2 was the first experiment to do this. One token was used and the two vehicles furthest from the refuel point (1200, 0, 0 in these scenarios) reached critical energy levels. To determine if the critical refuel was a result of too few tokens and not an increased rate of consumption, an additional token was added. The same issue occurred, where the two vehicles farthest from the refuel point hit critical levels. Fig. 12 illustrates the issue with slow-moving vehicles using extremely small energy payloads. In a test run in scenario 3 (not shown), the vehicle, (C in this case), would pass the token before gaining consensus, (this behavior is indicated by the vehicle which received the token leaving its survey pattern while the returning vehicle was still traveling to the consensus point). This can only occur if the vehicle passes the token before gaining consensus. The only way a vehicle can pass the token is if all flags signifying either a refuel or a rejoin are set to false. The false-flags signal that the vehicle has consensus. Timing regarding the setting of the refuel flag to false and the rejoin flag to true caused the vehicle to pass the token before it had gained consensus. This was fixed for later experimentation but it should be noted that the 6-vehicle, 2-token scenario represented in Fig. 13 did not have this fix, confirming the issue was indeed a timing problem. After the reduced battery capacity testing was completed, one final experiment in Scenario 6 (not shown) was run to test the connectivity of the vehicles both while the token is being passed and while a vehicle is out to refuel. Critical refueling was not an issue in this experiment due to the large battery capacity of all of the vehicles. The experiment successfully showed a token making a full circle between vehicles multiple times as well as allowing a vehicle to refuel and the subsequent team reconfiguration.
2) Extensive Testing of the Refuel Behavior: While the preliminary testing has shown that a token passing scheme can be utilized by a behavior in the underwater domain, extensive testing was needed to test the viability of such an approach and what measures were needed to ensure effective use. A set of preliminary tests were run for Scenario 1 using the refueling algorithm with prediction activated. These tests confirm that when allowing a vehicle to leave of its own accord with no token blocking mechanism while having the same energy level as its teammates, all vehicles will leave. The only deterrent for a vehicle leaving when there are no tokens available is the confirmation system. A vehicle must gain acknowledgement from another vehicle when it is leaving to refuel. The testing has shown that 5 vehicles requested refuel within 5 minutes of one another to refuel. 3 of these vehicles requested refuel within 3 seconds of one another. The quorum for this work is 3. refueling vehicles Any number of vehicles above 3 is considered a catastrophic failure. Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show this. Testing in Scenario 2 shut off the prediction of the vehicle but left on the dynamic refuel threshold. This allows each vehicle to take into account other vehicles which it thinks will either leave or have left to refuel. This shows that by randomizing each vehicles energy, a natural staggering effect occurs. Testing did not show more than 3 vehicles leaving to refuel. This data shows the possibility of a vehicle conforming to the quorum imposed by this work, but as there is no actual way to impost the quorum, it is not guaranteed that the quorum will always be maintained. Regardless of this fact, Fig. 16 and 17show the possibility of refueling to occur within acceptable boundaries without the need of a token. Fig. 16 shows the various states of the vehicles, between being in transit, to refueling to patrolling. The importance of this figure is the presence, (or lack) of a line going across the 1 position. This line represents vehicle coverage. No line indicates that no vehicle is in their patrol position. This implies that no vehicle is currently explicitly patrolling their area, rather, they are transiting to either the refuel point or another area. A transiting vehicle is a reduction in coverage not a lack, but by using this as a baseline, measurements in the length of these gaps represent improvements of the algorithm when the token is present. Fig. 17 shows each vehicle's energy level, refuel threshold, and critical threshold. The critical threshold played no part in the decision of the vehicle (rather than acting as a bound for the refuel threshold), as the vehicle's energy never got low enough for it to be relevant. Scenarios 3 and 4 have 1 token, indicating that all 6 vehicles are part of the same sub-team. The data in Fig. 18 shows a drop in the "no coverage time" of the group. The data also shows a trend that will occur throughout all the testing. As the number of token increases, blocks of reconfiguration begin to form rather than the configuration being scattered about throughout the test. Fig. 18 shows the reconfiguration to be spread throughout the test, indicating that overall coverage is slightly lower throughout the entire test, but relatively uniform. Fig. 19 shows the order at which each vehicle left to refuel. The order being d, e, f, a, b, c. The spike in the vehicle's actual energy level indicates a refuel event. This figure also shows the vehicles refuel threshold and critical threshold, but also shows the vehicles predicted energy level (the value computed based on the number of vehicles in its computation and where they are perceived to be located), as well as when the vehicle received the token (circle), and when the vehicle through it would receive the token next (square). Testing has put the prediction in energy level to be at +/-1 % from the actual and the vehicles prediction of next token reception to be within 5 minutes of the actual reception when no vehicles are present in the computing vehicle's algorithm. The prediction, by design, becomes conservative when vehicles are added and can drop drastically. This is used to allow the current vehicle with the token the opportunity to leave early and avoid a critical refuel. Scenarios 5 and 6 each contain 2 tokens, splitting the 6 vehicle group into 2 sub teams, a, b, and c and d, e, and f. This testing had extensive loss of tokens (5 of 6 tests run had at least one lost token), indicating that the relay vehicles could not pass the token to the recipient. This is thought to be due to the way in which the vehicles reconfigure during the tests, though it could not be confirmed. The data in Fig. 20 shows the transition between spread reconfiguration and grouped reconfiguration. This data also shows a slight decrease in the "no coverage time" of the group, approximately 600s (data after 8300s is discarded due to lost token. The lost tokens occurred at approximately 5500s and 8300s respectively) as opposed to the Scenario 2's 800s, though there is an increase in the gap from Scenario 4's 400s. Fig. 21 shows each vehicle's data. The order of initial refuel was b, e, c and d, and lastly a. Vehicle F never got a chance to refuel due to a lost token. There is an addition to the data represented by a thick line. This line represents the number of vehicles represented in the prediction and refuel threshold algorithms. This line was added to correlate the movement of the refuel threshold with the number of vehicles perceived to refuel. The maximum number of vehicles that can be added to each vehicle's computation is dependant on their sub-team, not the group as a whole. The line shows how adding a vehicle can cause drastic drops in the refuel threshold as well as the predicted energy level. The fluctuations shown in the predicted energy level while the number of vehicles present in the algorithm was stable was a result of movements of all vehicles within the operations area. As distance changes, the estimate of the predicted energy level will change as well. Fig. 21 also shows an increase in number of times a token was received due to the availability of the token. Scenarios 7 and 8 each contain 3 tokens, splitting the vehicle group into 3 sub-teams, a and b, c and d, and e and f. Testing with 3 tokens had no lost tokens in any of the 6 tests run. Fig. 22 shows a further grouping of the vehicle's reconfigurations. There is a noticeable difference between the reconfiguration spread in this figure, and the spread in Fig. 18 . The "no coverage time" is also reduced from that in Fig. 20 by approximately 100s. indicating that the grouping effect helps the overall connectivity of the group. Fig. 23 shows a reduction in refueling among vehicles as opposed to Fig. 21 . This reduction is due to the availability of the token, but unlike the previous two scenarios, as a result of the token being made available more often, vehicles had less of a need to use it as their predictions on future energy were more stable (shown by the long tracks of straight-line predicted energy graphs for each vehicle). This figure also shows the major increase in the amount of occurrences when each vehicle received the token. This is to be expected as each token was only shared between two vehicles.
B. Conclusions
The testing confirmed the effectiveness of using a token-passing refueling scheme in 24-hour mission scenarios involving a team of Autonomous Undersea Vehicles (AUVs). Multiple experiments confirmed the connectivity of the vehicles by showing a token being passed throughout the team, from first to last and back to first, as well as the ability of the team to comprehend the need of a vehicle to refuel and the subsequent change of values (from token ownership values to refueling values) and act accordingly. Extensive testing has shown that the number of tokens, starting energy levels, as well as the vehicle reconfiguration play a major part in how well the group can maintain coverage in the survey space. Testing has shown that, with the group size used, 1 token will allow for general stability, i.e. having the majority of vehicles maintaining a larger coverage area throughout testing, though reconfiguring occurs regularly, while 3 tokens allows for periodic stability, i.e. reconfiguration will occur frequently in large packets, though there will be periods of no reconfiguration as a result of multiple vehicles having refueled simultaneously. Testing has also shown that refueling can decrease to levels equivalent to 1 token when multiple tokens are used. This is a result of the availability of the token as well as the number of vehicles the token needs to be shares with. These factors cause the predicted energy levels to be more stable and stay above the refuel threshold, indicating less of a need to use the token. The token passing scheme used a token ring. This scheme forces the token to be passed sequentially from the vehicle with the lowest ID to the vehicle with the highest ID, repeating this pattern. When the vehicles are not in order or, or at least able to directly contact the recipient vehicle when sending a token, a relay vehicle is necessary to pass along the token to its intended recipient, or at least pass the token closer to its intended recipient by relaying the token to another relay vehicle. This relay vehicle can become a single point of failure, causing the token to be lost. The majority of the testing had little to no lost tokens, but the 2 token scenarios had lost almost all of the tokens present over all tests. Some tests had one lost token, some had both. It is not clear exactly why the 2 token tests had more lost tokens that any other test, though it is hypothesized that, as a result of the team having the ability to be spread out over multiple tiers, many relay vehicles were used, causing the token to be lost. Not insuring complete connectivity between sender and receiver can have a negative impact. When using a token, particular care needs to be taken to ensure that the recipient can actually receive the token. While the token-passing scheme has great potential, unless the vehicle formation is an actual ring, utilizing a ring configuration for message passing is inappropriate due to the potential for loss and confusion among teammates, regardless of the presence of relay vehicles. A token-passing configuration that can ensure connectivity between sender and receiver is essential to the effective use of token-passing. This connectivity allows for direct acknowledgements from the receiver, removing the need for relay vehicles, as the only vehicles necessary to know the current state of the token are the sender and receiver of the token. Passing a critical piece of information using a medium prone to noise and loss involves many fail-safes to ensure effective use. Situations involving loss of the token can occur even in the most cautious of scenarios and operator interaction may still be required. The point of this research is not to show a superiority of this particular scheme, but to solve a very common problem using few resources (message space and memory on-board the vehicle, in this case), in a simplistic manner and among a low-bandwidth, noisy communications network. All of the experimentation was done using an acoustic modem simulator that simulated whether or not a vehicle could hear another vehicle using spatial distance, (in these experiments, 750m was the maximum distance two vehicles could be from one another to still receive information). Further testing can be done using a more accurate modeling of the acoustics.
C. Future Work
The utilization of an energy management system such as this opens up many opportunities to tie in navigational behaviors which take advantage of the available sensory data to determine a best path scenario for reduction of energy consumption, or to decrease the time to a waypoint. By creating a module that utilizes a modified shortest path algorithm which uses energy as a bound, ocean current information read from sensors onboard can be combined with the energy level of the vehicle to create an optimized path of travel. [31] and [32] have studied the addition of oceanic current information in navigation of a UUV. [31] focuses on the appropriate modeling of an ocean current sensor while [32] implements a horizontal Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (H-ADCP) in the navigation of an AUV to reduce travel time to a waypoint. Work is currently being proposed to expand the token passing scheme into a general distributed task management scheme. The idea is to utilize the token passing scheme for any task that cannot be done either in parallel with other tasks or can utilize command fusion, (such as obstacle avoidance and waypoint following). The token passing scheme would need to be modular and implement a simple interface to different tasks. This simple interface would allow the token passing scheme to work on potentially any system with any task. In order to make the scheme robust, communications needs to be maintained. By maintaining a level of connectivity between neighboring zones and forcing acknowledgements, the token passing using a relay vehicle as mentioned in section 3 can be removed entirely. Instead of using a token ring, a different token-passing configuration, like a token ladder is used. A token ladder is a token passing scheme where instead of the last node sending the token to the first, the last node sends the token to the node just below it. The token acts as if on a ladder, (up and down from first to last and back again). By passing the token up and down in a ladder movement, the nodes can be independent of the token. The token would be passed from zone to zone rather than from vehicle to vehicle. Because zones are connected to their neighbors, a relay is no longer necessary. The implementation of this scheme would need to take into consideration time delay when the token is being sent above or below the node. Testing for this work was done using randomized energy levels. In a real-world scenario it is unlikely that one would place a vehicle with less than full charge out to perform a mission. To gain the benefits of the staggering effect that randomized energy levels produces, each vehicle could further modify their refuel thresholds based on position. This position modification would cause vehicles that would once wait, to refuel based on their distance away from the refuel point. This effect would also cause the minimum refuel threshold (the threshold that occurs when all teammates are present in the algorithm) to be different on each vehicle, allowing the staggering effect to be present at all times.
